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Download Zoiper 2.39 Free Zoiper is an extremely well-rounded softphone software
with features such as SIP, IAX, H323, and RTP. It has been in the market for quite
some time now and has found a loyal customer base. It is easy to use and is a really
powerful app that is capable of performing a lot of tasks. The users can use the
softphone in more ways than they can imagine. Their main motive in using the app is
to make a call. This frees their hands and they can use the phone 24/7 without having
to use any other hardware. However, the desktop version of the app might be a little
difficult for an average user. The calls that you make with the app are free, and they
will stay free for 24 hours. After that, you will have to pay a small fee of just $1.25. The
developers of the app, Avastar Softphone, claim that the phone is completely open
source. There are a lot of open source apps that are compatible with the app. You can
download any open source softphone at no cost. However, when it comes to Zoiper, it
is not open source. It is one of the best softphones that you can download for free.
Features: The Zoiper softphone has a lot of high-quality features that you will love.
Some of these features are the call recording, the plug-in feature, the audio quality,
the firewall protection, and the peer-to-peer mode. Call recording is something that is
rarely found in softphones. It is important to record your conversations since it will
help you in case of any legal trouble. It will be an invaluable tool for you. You do not
have to worry about losing your recordings after you have made the call. The recorder
in the app will automatically delete all the recordings after 24 hours. You can also set
the number of recordings that you want to save. The plug-in feature in the app is
something that you will need for more than one reason. It is especially important if you
are using the softphone with more than one telephone number. It will help you in
making multiple calls simultaneously. It will not only free up your hands when you are
making a call, but it will also save your time. You do not need to worry about saving
your time and wasting it in search for a particular telephone number that has a
softphone plug-in.
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